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T he United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) names 2015 the International

Year of Light and Light-based Technologies, and will hold a series

of commemorative activities. Not only working as a researcher in

optics and an administrator on optics, but also serving as the editor-

in-chief for a journal named after ‘light’, I am very pleased with

excitement on the progress of optics in the past, when welcoming

the new era in the future. On behalf of the editorial board of Light:
Science & Applications, and also as a representative from tens of

thousands of researchers in optics from China, I express my sincere

and warm congratulations to the International Year of Light.

People’s understanding on light has never been so deep and

widespread like today. With respect to optics, more and more

people in the world are working on research and development,

including nature of light, light–matter interaction, energy con-

version between light and other forms, optical information

carrier using many unique advantages of light, and powerful

tools based on light for the transformation and adaptation to

the nature. We believe that the International Year of Light will

play a catalytic role in all these activities, and as a result, will

promote the development and progress of mankind.

Ever since 1950s, the optical busi-

ness in China has been well conceived

and rapidly developed. As the most

populous country, China has the

most people in the world, studying

optical science and engineering, con-

ducting research and development in

optics, carrying out industries rel-

evant to optics and applying the

latest new optoelectronic products.

Chinese people are trying to under-

stand, investigate and exploit optics,

and use light to create a bright future

for not only their own, but people in

the world. Since China is the largest

developing country in the world, we

know the existing gap between China

and developed countries, and we are

particularly willing to learn from col-

leagues from around the world. We

sincerely hope that the International

Year of Light can provide more opportunities for all exchanges

in optics between China and the world.

I wish a complete success of all activities at the International

Year of Light, and I also wish a further rapid progress of the

cause of global optics, including all research & development,

and industrialization & commercialization relevant to Light:
Science & Applications.
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